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For Group:

We have worked on the graphical user interface this week. We have started doing 

things related with the initial design report. Next week we will complete the report.

Caner:

This  week I  have  studied on “Gantt  Chart”  to  schedule our  process.  To get  some 

inspiration about how things work especially in second term, I looked last year groups’ Gantt 

charts. After the discussion with the group in today’s meeting, I will finalize it. While waiting 

for our servers I looked for a few JAVA scriptlets that will be useful. Next week I will try to 

prepare some pages of our site and write the “Initial Design Report” with my friends. I will 

also get information about class diagrams.

Serhat:

After last meeting, I have started to prepare graphical user interface for clients with 

Kutlu. I have searched some web page templates like Kutlu and we decided to some critical 

issues about graphical user interface, mainly, overall w-eXpert design (e. g. friends screen is 

always on the left hand side of all pages.), where we can do the pages dynamic (e. g. when a 

user send a request to an expert, only some parts of the pages will be change), also what are 

the sub pages? Next week we will upload the pages that we have prepared to server. 

 

Kutlu: 

Last  week  I  have  continued  looking  for  the  web  page  templates  those  can  be 

innovative. Than with Serhat, I started to construct the pages generally. Our discussions about 

the design of the interface are going on. Next week we will upload the pages that we have 

prepared to server. 



Yağız:

This week, I have did some research about the profile transferring from other web sites 

to w-eXpert. I have concluded that we can implement this feature on our site.  We will get 

information from the sites cember.net, facebook.com etc. Also I have continued writing the 

relational schema.

Next week I will write the initial design report.


